The specification of cell types in the ventral half of the mouse neural tube depends on graded activity of the Sonic hedgehog (Shh) signaling pathway. Our genetic studies on neural patterning led to the surprising discovery that primary cilia are required for mammalian cells to transmit signals from the membrane protein Smoothened (Smo) to the Gli transcription factors. To understand why the primary cilium is an appropriate venue for Shh signal transduction, we are investigating the relationships among cilia genes and between cilia genes and the components of the Shh pathway that act between Smo and Gli proteins. Protein kinase A (PKA) is a conserved negative regulator that acts at that step of the pathway. We find that embryos that lack all PKA catalytic activity show a very strong activation of the pathway, and our data indicate that PKA activity depends on the presence of cilia.
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Costal2 is a negative regulator of the Shh pathway, and we find that the mouse homologue of Costal2, Kif7, has complex roles as both a negative and positive regulator of Shh signaling. Kif7 activity also depends on cilia, and the Kif7 protein appears to act as a motor within cilia. 
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Developmental mechanisms underlying the formation of directed ciliary flow
Chris Kintner
The Salk Institute for Biological Studies, San Diego, United States Ciliary flow is generated along the luminal surfaces of the respiratory tract, the reproductive tract, and ventricles of the brain through the action of a highly specialized multiciliate cell.
To be effective, ciliary flow needs to be directed along a specific organ axis, requiring that multiciliate cells are oriented across an epithelium in relation to each other, and that the many cilia within a given cell need to be polarized along a common planar axis. We have addressed these issues using the multiciliate cells in the Xenopus larval skin as a model system, by exploiting their accessibility to genetic manipulation and transplantation.
I will discuss our progress in using this model to determine how patterning and flow orient cilia and ciliated cells, and our attempts to identify ciliary components required for polarization. 
